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Making a difference - One drop at a time.

Sabine changed the face of
UKZN Human Hydrology

Friday 30 October 2020
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turing at UKZN, her teaching methods were a far reach from the norms our
students were accustomed to” says CWRR Lecturer Mark Horan. “She
stretched their minds by introducing role plays, debates and group assignments on issues from governance to
climate change, from policy makers to stakeholders on the ground. She brought the water law to life and gave
it meaning and context”. Mark continues: “Sabine reshaped and updated areas of the curriculum that were in
need of a face lift. She brought a human relevance to the biophysical processes, and broke the paradigm lock
between science and society.” “Sabine has changed the face of UKZN "human hydrology" forever”, Mark concludes.
Sabine’s first links to UKZN began in April 2006 when attending a workshop on collaborative research in Germany, which also CWRR member Prof Roland Schulze attended. “Sabine coordinated the write-up of the European funded NeWater project on the Orange River Basin, the South African/UKZN component of which was led
by myself,” Prof. Schulze remembers. “This link, but probably more the love of her life, Phil Stuart-Hill, drew her
back to South Africa and she joined the UKZN’s School of BEEH as a temporary researcher the following year”.
Prof Schulze agrees with Mark Horan on the great contributions Sabine have had to the teaching and research
at UKZN and says: “Sabine brought to our Centre a social-governance-vulnerability-adaptation perspective to
water research, which had previously been largely lacking. For this, and all her lecturing and administrative activities, we are thankful to her“. The CWRR are looking forward to further collaborations with Dr Stuart-Hill, who
will remain an associate with the CWRR. We wish Sabine and her family all the best for the future.

Online Hydrology lecturing by CWRR Associate
To temporarily fill the gap of Dr Sabine Stuart-Hill’s lecturing position, CWRR Associate Dr
Nick Rivers-Moore has been appointed for a period of three months to lecture in the
Hydrology third year course “Water Resource Policy, Laws and Institutions (Hydro330)
and the honours course “Integrated Water Resources Management” (Hydro720). Dr Rivers-Moore is an aquatic ecologist and environmental hydrologist, who obtained his PhD
in Hydrology in 2003 at UKZN. Nick specializes in ecological modelling that links habitat
drivers to freshwater ecological responses, and is based in Cape Town. The COVID19
situation has caused an increase in technologies and skills among institutions and individuals to provide students with dynamic teaching remotely and the CWRR has been
fortunate to be able to bring in lecturers such as Dr Rivers-Moore and others from various parts of the country and abroad. We wish Nick and the Hydro students a successful
few months to complete the courses online.

SSA-IAH Vice President: Prof. Kebede CWRR Graduates Spring 2020
The CWRR is proud to announce the graduates
Gurmessa
The CWRR would like to
acknowledge and congratulate
Prof. Seifu Kebede Gurmessa for
recently being elected to serve
as the next Sub Saharan Africa
(SSA) Vice President of the
Council of the International Association of Hydrogeologists (IAH),
the World-wide Groundwater
Organization. Prof. Kebede Gurmessa’s personal statement outlining his vision during
his tenure as SSA-Vice President is a compelling read
and demonstrates that the direction of SSA’s groundwater management and development potential has
a promising outlook for the future under his stewardship. This latest achievement is one of many in a highly
distinguished career to date and the members of the
CWRR look forward to playing an active role in ensuring that Prof Kebede Gurmessa’s vision comes to fruition during his tenure.

Well-attended
Research on
Tap Webinar
On 7 October, the
CWRR
successfully
hosted our first online
version of the Research on Tap series. The Webinar,
held by Prof Tafadzwa Mabhaudi (CWRR Associate
and Co-Director of the newly established Centre for
Transformative Agricultural and Food System at UKZN)
was titled ”A journey in water research: from
disciplinary to transdisciplinary perspectives”. The
webinar saw nearly fifty participants ranging from
CWRR staff and students to individuals from our wider
network within South Africa an abroad. We are
looking forward to hosting more Research on Tap
Webinars and welcome contributions from everyone.
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UKZN’s Online Graduation on 30 October 2020.

Other than Dr Durand Wiltrud, Dr Stefanie Schutte
and Dr Gareth Simpson whose PhD achievements
have been covered in this and the previous issue of
the CWRR Newsletter, three students graduated with
an MSc in Hydrology:  Nkosinathi Sethabile Dlamini,
supervised by Prof Jeff Smithers,  Nomcebo Nonzuzo
Myeza, supervised by Dr Michele Toucher and Mr
Simphiwe Ngcobo, and  Jeremy Naidoo, supervised
by Prof Jeff Smithers.
We congratulate you all and wish you well in your
future careers!

CWRR congratulates new Doctor
The CWRR would like to congratulate Dr Wiltrud
Durand, an employee of the Bureau for Food and
Agricultural Policy (BFAP) who recently got awarded
her PhD in Hydrology. Dr Durand completed her
thesis, titled ”Assessing Impacts of Climate Change
on Crops and Related Economics in the Free State
Province of South Africa”, supervised by Prof Roland
Schulze. The study assessed the impact of climate
change on the agricultural sector of Free State
province of South Africa. Four core questions were
addressed that analysed current and future
sensitivities
to
climate
change for the mid-century
period. Furthermore, the
benefits of adaptations,
both in crops and related
economics
were
explored. It was found that
farmers in the Free State,
although
with
lower
production volumes will still
be gainful and be able to
deliver to South Africa’s
food security.
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